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Easier is better.

After March 1 you’ll be able to take a first look at our new user navigation for Activity Insight in your Beta environment. We’re excited to share this new design featuring a streamlined menu bar and more working space on your screen.

Beta is your playground.

It’s your place to learn and experiment with Activity Insight without affecting your Production system. Spend some time here familiarizing yourself with the new navigation before introducing the navigation to faculty.

Not familiar with the Beta environment? Learn more about it here.

Choose your timing.

Find key dates below about the release of the new navigation.

March 1:
- New system navigation debuts in Beta
- Reference sample communication in the Sample Email Announcement for the New Navigation Bar Resource Center article.

March 6:
- New system navigation available in Production

June 29:
- New system navigation live for all users

Work request details.

The new navigation will go live for all users in Production on June 29, but you can turn it on for your faculty anytime after March 6th — simply submit a General Work Request with the following details.

- Identify the Friday date between March 9th and June 22nd you would like the new system navigation turned on for your institution in Production. If you do not submit a work request, we will automatically include you in the June 29th implementation date.
- As part of the new navigation, when users make the screen smaller or use Activity Insight on a mobile device, the screen will scale to size. When this occurs, the University logo will update to a small icon. Please provide a small square university logo with maximum dimensions of 72px by 72px. If no image is provided we will display our default image.